
9. NOTICE OF MOTION - UNDERGROUND REFUSE SCHEME -
SUBMITTED BY COUNCILLOR FRANK ANDERSON

The Council considered a motion (copies of which had been circulated)
submitted by Councillor Frank Anderson in the following terms :-

“West Lothian Council SNP Group notes that the proposed introduction of
another bin would be impractical to those who live in flats. Acknowledging
that currently there is no storage available. Where we have many flatted
dwellings, the aesthetics of the area are dampened by many bins being
left out almost on a permanent basis. These bins being left out contribute
to many of the issues around littering in the area.

The SNP Group notes that not having the requisite bins hampers many
flat dwellers from participating in recycling.

The SNP Group calls on Council to:

 Agree to investigate a pilot scheme for underground waste disposal
in Craigshill, an area with many flats

 Officers to prepare a report for the Environment PDSP, February
22, on the options available, feasibility and costs of an initial pilot

 Officers to prepare a report on the areas suitable for a roll out of
such a scheme and the estimated costs of the total scheme and
potential phasing of such a scheme.”

- Moved by Councillor Frank Anderson and seconded by Councillor
Diane Calder

Councillor Conn, who had an amendment to the motion, intimated that he
would be willing to agree a composite motion. Thereafter, the following
was agreed :-

Composite Motion

“West Lothian Council SNP Group notes that the proposed introduction of
another bin would be impractical to those who live in flats. Acknowledging
that currently there is no storage available. Where we have many flatted
dwellings, the aesthetics of the area are dampened by many bins being
left out almost on a permanent basis. These bins being left out contribute
to many of the issues around littering in the area.

The SNP Group notes that not having the requisite bins hampers many
flat dwellers from participating in recycling.

The SNP Group calls on Council to:

 Agree to investigate a pilot scheme for underground waste disposal
in Craigshill, an area with many flats

 Officers to prepare a report for the Environment PDSP, February
22, on the options available, feasibility and costs of an initial pilot

 Officers to prepare a report on the areas suitable for a roll out of



such a scheme and the estimated costs of the total scheme and
potential phasing of such a scheme.

 Officers to also prepare a report on the provision of ground level
external waste bin enclosures, timber fence or similar material, with
suitable landscape screening and associated costs etc.

- Moved by Councillor Frank Anderson and seconded by Councillor
Tom Conn

Decision

To unanimously approve the terms of the composite motion


